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World Giraffe Day
Institution Survey

Sent to all Giraffe holders

Sent out 10/09/2017 and again on 12/04/2017

59 respondents out of 97 institutions



Did your institution participate 
in World Giraffe Day?

54 institutions said YES

94.55 % respondents did keeper chats

80% had special signage

70.91% did an interactive activity

61.82% had a donation opportunity



5 institutions said NO
Why not?

Reasons given included:

Not enough staff support

Calendar has a lot of other animal days that are preselected

No giraffe until 2018

Not prioritized this year, most likely oversight

Already do so many events, do not have staff & resources to support 
every animal day



Would you be interested in a 
list of activities?

58 institutions said YES

1 institution said NO



Would your institution be willing 
to commit to participating in 

some way this year?

58 institutions said YES

1 institution said NO



A universally used hashtag will help identify 
how many people are participating zoo 

wide. Choose your favorite or give us a new 
idea for a World Giraffe Day hashtag.

65.52% participating organizations chose:

#standtallforgiraffe



World Giraffe Day 
June 21

Longest day of the year to save 
the longest necks!

Unless you live in the desert then you might 
try it on the shortest day of the year, 

December 21.

Time is running short for the longest necks!

Let’s get 100% 
participation in 

2018!



Lots of shared  
ideas accumulated



AZA SAFE GIRAFFE
Messaging Toolkit



General 
Messages

• Giraffe are an iconic species of Africa and in many of our accredited zoos. About 100 institutions have giraffe in their 
collection.

• Giraffe have been going through a silent crisis in the past few years in that their numbers in the wild have dropped 
dramatically with little notice.  

• Giraffe numbers have decreased by ~40% and there are less than 100,000 giraffe left throughout Africa.

• Threats include habitat loss, habitat degradation, habitat fragmentation, population growth and poaching.

• AZA- accredited zoos and their partners are working collectively to help save giraffe through education, scientific 
research, field work, public awareness and action.

• You can help assure a future in the wild for the earth’s tallest animal by:
▪ Helping spread awareness and understanding of giraffe conservation efforts on social media. Brand all events and activities with this hashtag. 

#standtallforgiraffe
▪ Post giraffe stories for guests to share on zoo websites once per month.

▪ Giraffe have been overlooked in terms of research and conservation. GPS collars placed on giraffe in the wild will help researchers track and 
understand as well as mitigate the effects of wildlife ranges, movement corridors and access to seasonal browsing areas. Fund GPS collars.

▪ Encourage others to take a pledge: 
❖ I pledge to:

➢ Share the message of the silent extinction of giraffe on social media three times this week (during the week of World Giraffe Day)
➢ Post once every month on social media sharing a relevant giraffe story using #standtallforgiraffe



Issues Specific 
Messages

Hunting/Snares:
Bushmeat is the main reason snares are used
Bushmeat collection is illegal in protected reserves for wildlife
Bushmeat is indiscriminate and kills or maims everything
Removing snares requires a great amount of time searching for them
Anti-poaching units like the Black Mambas have reduced kills due to snares by over 90% in the areas they patrol

Drought/water:
Giraffe get much of their water from the plants they eat
Importance of waterholes for giraffe well-being as they need to visit it every few days
Waterholes last shorter time and are smaller during droughts
Droughts are becoming more frequent and severe in many regions of Africa
Without water, giraffe die off in great numbers

Keeper care:
AZA-accredited zoos provide high quality care that meets the physical and behavioral needs of the giraffe in their care.
Zoos provide top quality food
Knowledgeable and experienced staff provide expert care to giraffe herds including positive reinforcement training so 
they can be volunteers in their own medical care including hoof work



Ideas for World 
Giraffe Day



Social Media

• Utilize #standtallforgiraffe
• Post blogs 

• Build a page on website that can have a donation or action step link to send 
people to

• Instagram frame, Instagram stories

• E-blast before event 

• Facebook event- postings, Facebook Live

• Photo opportunity- with a mascot, lifesize plush, unique spot in or around  habitat



Guest
Interactions

Snare spot
Have sample snares and use with an animal plush to show people how they work.  Message how supporting snare 
removal projects is important not just for giraffe but all animals.

Hunting spot
Have biofacts from giraffe, skulls, skin, vertebrae. Message how bushmeat is a main reason giraffe are hunted and 
patrolling areas is dangerous and costly.

Feeding spot
Have a wheelbarrow with hay, grain and browse. Message how well keepers care for giraffe nutrition at the zoo.

Let people help fill feeders or raise and lower feeders.

Waterhole spot
Have a splay activity or drinking activity.  Message how important water is to all.

Care spot
Show how keepers train giraffe to participate in their own health care. Message how well keeper care for giraffe at the 
zoo.

Show vet staff working with keeper staff to keep giraffe healthy.

Donation spot
Give people an opportunity to give. Message how donations can make a difference to a specific project.

Pledge spot
Have banners out for people to sign or thumbprint that they will #standtallforgiraffe on social media



More Ideas
Juma the Giraffe book

Storytelling time

Sell book in gift shops with % of proceeds going towards giraffe conservation

http://gravitybread.com/books-and-mealtime/juma-the-giraffe/

Stilts walk
Build stilts and let people try being at giraffe level

Have different heights for small to big kids to try

Invite stilt walkers to event

Craft projects
Giraffe tongues- use socks for kids to make a tongue puppet. Have kids reach into feed buckets filled 
with shredded paper to pull out prizes/candy.

Build a giraffe with paper plates, paper tubes, pipe cleaners, googly eyes, glue, non-toxic paint, 
paper bags

Bead jewelry station- create giraffe theme necklaces/bracelets for a fee. Look at The Bead Company 
in Kenya. 

http://gravitybread.com/books-and-mealtime/juma-the-giraffe/


More 
ideas…something 

for everyone
• Special keeper chat, enrichment or training demo. Challenge entire animal staff to talk about giraffe at 

all chats throughout the zoo.
• Provide behind the scenes tours of giraffe barn allowing keepers to talk about how they care for 

giraffe.
• Create individualized for your zoo herd trading cards with individual stats, action steps, identification 

charts
• Art contest- host an art contest where the winners would be displayed on zoo grounds. Winner(s) get 

to meet giraffe behind the scenes.
• Pledge posters- have people use thumbprints for pledge. Tell story of uniqueness and similarities 

between us and giraffe.
• Partner/pen pal with a school in Africa and a local school. Facilitate the connection between the 

schools.
• Monitors on grounds- show videos from conservation organizations (GCF, Black Mambas, Operation 

Twiga) in places where guests have a chance to sit/watch/listen.
• Partner with Zoo Food/Retail or local brewery and host a Longnecks for Longnecks beer event.
• Encourage guests to wear giraffe print to event, give discount if they participate.
• Facilitate a giraffe parade led by a giraffe mascot around or through giraffe area, incorporate a costume 

contest.



More to come in 
the future…

❖ Jeans for Giraffe- have denim donation drives. 
Collaborate with 20-30 zoos to participate. All funds going to giraffe conservation.
Message- less denim going in landfills.  Zoos collaborating to make a tall difference. More to come on this.

❖ Other good ideas but at this time do not have a direct connection to giraffe other than funds going to projects
▪ Gift card recycling

Collect used gift cards and take them to Best Buy or any place that can recycle them properly.  In 2012, the global card 
industry produced 33 billion gift cards. Most of those cards are made of PVC, which poses serious environmental risks. 
According to the Center for the Environment, Health and Justice, the manufacturing of PVC results in elevated human 
exposure to chemicals in the form of high amounts of toxic additives. These additives are released during use and disposal.  
Moreover, dumping gift cards along with other forms of PVC causes those toxic additives to leach into the groundwater. In 
addition, landfill fires release dioxin, a chemical used in PVC, which is a toxic gas. 

▪ Partner with local restaurants to receive percentage of proceeds towards giraffe conservation. Ex. Rubios, Panda Express, 
Chipotle

❖ Signage:

TLD collaborating with David Brown & Africa’s Giants team to create a Giraffe poster to be able to be utilized by other 
facilities.  Use as a template for other SAFE species. More to come on this.

http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-gift-card-pollution-20131223,0,2368606.story#ixzz2oXph5FIz
http://chej.org/wp-content/uploads/Documents/PVC/majorfindings.pdf
http://chej.org/wp-content/uploads/Documents/PVC/majorfindings.pdf


AZA Collaborators 
& Conservation 
Organizations

❖ Giraffe Conservation Foundation

❖ Wild Nature Institute

❖ Kenya Wildlife Service

❖ Twiga Walinzi

❖ Northern Rangelands Trust

❖ Loisaba Conservancy- Laikipia

❖ The Nature Conservancy

❖ Uganda Wildlife Authority

❖ Black Mambas 



AZA SAFE GIRAFFE
Messaging Toolkit

Posted on AZAUngulates.org

Posted on AZA coming soon.

Send updates to:

RoxAnna Breitigan 

AZA SAFE Giraffe 

Public Engagement Coordinator

rbreitigan@livingdesert.org


